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ATX-ALTA kicked off our 2021 Webinar
Series with Modern Land Management,
featuring guest speaker Donna King, on
Thursday, March 25th.
Donna founded Energy Point
Consulting, LLC as a way to utilize the skills
she honed throughout her career, guiding
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well as making you an important asset for
your company.
If you find yourself in a blended role,
you likely will also find yourself struggling to
efficiently and effectively manage the
workload. Donna suggests trying techniques
that help you visualize and organize your
workflow, such as a Kanban board. In the
past, Donna has found a combination of
Kanban and the Scrum method to be very
effective in overall productivity.
Visualizing your workload can also
help you to identify how to leverage
technology to save time and help streamline
data.

BOOK RECOMMENDATION
THE GOAL: A PROCESS OF
ONGOING IMPROVEMENT
BY ELIYAHU GOLDRATT AND JEFF

COX
Having the distinction of being
one of the books Jeff Bezos asks
his top executives to read, “The
Goal” uses a narrative to introduce strategies for
improving productivity and managing workload. Its
lessons are applicable to both employees and
managers and its theories have been shaping
modern business management and inspiring new
methodologies for decades.
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Donna recommends that when you
start evaluating automation opportunities,
you should quantify the man hours that
would be saved, define the impact to the
company, and identify the resources that
would be needed to implement it.
This
information can be crucial to tip the scales in
your favor when weighed against the cost of
implementation.
ThoughtTrace and Grooper are
automation tools for provisions that are
compatible with most software. When using
these tools, always factor in the need for
oversight as these applications do not
capture 100% of the data with 100%
accuracy. However, they are preferable to
starting from scratch.
When evaluating the software you
want to use, be sure to ask about key
features. What workflows do they offer?
Clean data imports are essential for saving
time and money. Are the data import tools
user friendly? Will they help you cut down
on manual entry with minimal quality
checking? And if you have never been the
guinea pig for your software company’s
latest update, you are very lucky. Try to
avoid the headaches and loss of time that
comes along with troubleshooting a software
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update by asking about their update
process. Do they test their own updates and
how?
Ask the software company for
references or reach out to industry contacts
about the software they use.
Their
experiences can be useful in determining if a
certain software will help your company
meet their goals.
Also consider how your software
integrates with other tools, such as invoicing
software.
For example, if your software
integrates with an invoicing system this may
be an opportunity to streamline an
information update.
Find out if your
software could regularly sync or do data
imports to update information like
addresses. You may already have a valuable
and time-saving tool at your disposal.
You should also consider in what ways
you could leverage an outside resource to
complete a project. Start by understanding
the project; is it a one-time project, ongoing,
or data entry heavy?
Just as when
evaluating other resources previously
discussed, it is valuable to define the man
hours that would be needed to complete the
project, the impact to the business or either
saving or using those man hours for the
project, and the resources needed to
complete the project in-house, and weigh
these factors against the cost of utilizing an
outside resource.
There is no question that our industry
is facing unprecedented challenges. Do not
be afraid to meet those challenges with
modern solutions, and have the confidence
to voice those solutions and put them into
practice. Establishing a knowledge of those
solutions and quantifying their value will
make you an asset to your company.
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MORE ABOUT OUR Q1 SPEAKER
Donna King founded Energy Point Consulting to
serve a niche in the market, leveraging industry
skills and a deliverable focused business model
to offer value through high quality service, data
management, and creative services solutions for
her clients. Donna identified best practices and
processes while rising through the ranks of land
administration at E&P companies before
pivoting to consulting where she has put this
knowledge to use on a wider scale. She has
provided support to both public and PE-backed
companies, from large and established
companies to start-ups.

CONTACT DONNA KING
donnaking@energypointllc.com
405 818 3033
Energy Point Consulting LLC

MORE ABOUT OUR WEBINAR SPONSOR
QUORUM
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Our website currently lists job openings in:
AUSTIN
HOUSTON
DALLAS/FORT WORTH
MIDLAND/ODESSA
EAST TEXAS
Active members can sign in
to check them out!
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UPCOMING ATX-ALTA EVENTS
SPONSORED BY
MAY 20TH | 12PM | ZOOM

Q2 Webinar | Renewables Land Management

AUGUST 19TH | 12PM | ZOOM

Q3 Webinar | DOI Calculations
& Lease Royalty Analysis

OCTOBER 21ST | 12PM | ZOOM

Q4 Webinar | Lease Saving Provisions
Our webinars are now available on demand.
Check out the Events page for the link!

CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR
Q1 PRIZE WINNERS!
NALTA MEMBERSHIP
Cora Houston
Raleigh Fisher

RESTAURANT GIFT CARDS
Patricia Allen
Andrea Krulewitz

QUORUM SWAG
Patia LaCour
Will Green

Webinar topics and dates are subject to change. For the
most up-to-date information, check the Events page on
atx-alta.org. Must be present at the time of drawing to
win. NALTA Membership prizes are only offered to active
ATX-ALTA members.
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SPOTLIGHT ON… ATX-ALTA BOARD OF DIRECTORS
The 2021 ATX-ALTA Board of Directors
Swearing In Ceremony took place on
December 8, 2020 and was witnessed by
outgoing board members Anneliese Price,
2020 2nd Vice President,
and Travis Tharp, 2020
Corresponding Secretary.
In typical 2020 fashion,
the ceremony was held via
video conference.
Our
board also shrunk this year
with some members taking
on multiple roles in the
wake of the rapidly
changing oil and gas climate in Austin.
It is surreal to think back on our Q1
2020 Luncheon, the last in-person luncheon
we held, on February 20th.
We drew

winners for spots at a golf tournament that
never happened. We shook hands, stood
closer than 6 feet apart, and no one was
wearing a mask. No one knew the extent of
the challenges we were all
about to face. The 2020
ATX-ALTA Board started the
chapter’s second year with
optimism and excitement.
By mid-March, everything
was chaos. But we rallied,
downloaded this thing
called Zoom, and
b ra i n s t o r m e d wa y s t o
benefit our members and community.
Without the hard work and dedication of the
2020 Board Members, it might have been the
last for our chapter. Thank you!
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